Collapse of Socialism in Russia

The collapse of Socialism has had a profound effect on the society and politics in the countries
that emerged after the break up of the Soviet Union. These countries had to learn everything
from scratch. The collapse of socialism started teaching the new breed of politicians not only
the fundamentals of real democracy but also the negative factors associated with democracy
found in a typical developing country. The effects of the collapse of socialism in the Soviet
Union touched all sections of society, especially Russian women. Education and other social
services lost their importance in an economy that was now in shambles. Although a number of
Western scholars have written volumes on the collapse of socialism in the Soviet Union this
book is the first attempt by an Indian scholar (Vasundhara Mohan, Associate Professor, Centre
for Central Eurasian Studies, University of Mumbai, India) to look at the effects with specific
reference to the Democratisation of Soviet Polity, the status of women and the impact on the
other social aspects of Russian Society. Written in a lucid style, this work is based on the
authors research and personal knowledge acquired during her visit to Russia. Vasundhara
Mohan obtained her Ph.D, in Political Science from the South Asia Studies Centre of the
Rajasthan University at Jaipur in India for her work on the Muslim minorities of Sri Lanka.
Her work on the status of the Muslim community in Sri Lanka has been published Muslims of
Sri Lanka, Aalekh, Jaipur: 1985 as well as her doctoral dissertation Identity Crisis of the
Muslims of Sri Lanka; Mittal, Delhi: 1987. She later joined the Centre for Soviet Studies of
the Bombay University in India. Continuing her post-Doctoral research, she worked on the
nationalities problems in the Soviet Union, US-Soviet Relations and other contemporary
issues. An alumni of the Salzburg Seminar, she continues to teach and guide research at the
Centre (now renamed Centre for Central Eurasian Studies). Her publications include Soviet
Foreign Policy in South Asia: A Case Study of Sri Lanka and Bangladesh; Soviet Union
Under Gorbachev; and Evaluation of the Gorbachev Era. This work is the result of her
research carried out under field trip from the Indian Council of Social Science Research.
Vasundhara Mohan lives in Mumbai (Bombay), India.
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The economic arrangement in the Soviet Union wasn't socialist but it wasn't capitalist either.
The economic system was a centralized form of bureaucratic class.
The Revolutions of formed part of a revolutionary wave in the late s and early s Many
communist and socialist organisations in the West turned their guiding principles over to
social democracy and democratic socialism. The Russian Revolution of saw the first
communist state in the Union of Soviet. The dissolution of the Soviet Union occurred on 26
December , officially granting self-governing independence to the Republics of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics . In the fall of , Gorbachev continued to bring younger and more On
March 4, , the Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic held.
The Soviet Tragedy: A History of Socialism in Russia, and Russia by foreign fellow-travelers
over seven decades collapsed. The Collapse of the U.S.S.R. All the aspects of the degeneration
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of the Soviet Union including the decline of its economy I: Organised Crime and Socialism ..
waving red, white and blue Russian flags and chanting â€œGorbachev Get Out!. The fall left
its largest component, Russia, unable to wield anything like the Communists in the interests of
averting world socialist revolution. The rise of socialism is rooted in the drawbacks of
capitalism. MOSCOW, RUSSIA - DEC 20, Glass art symbols of USSR in pavilion. Collapse
of Socialism in Russia (Impact on Political and Socio-Economic Aspects of Society)
Paperback â€“ April 15, The collapse of Socialism has had a profound effect on the society
and politics in the countries that emerged after the break up of the Soviet Union. The
revolutions in Eastern Europe and the collapse of the ex-USSR have been cited many times as
evidence of the death of socialism. But the.
Collapse of the Soviet block and the revival of Socialism: lessons for the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics (USSR), now known as The Russian Federation. Twenty-six years after it
occurred, the collapse of the Soviet Union continues to produce destabilizing consequences,
not only for Russia but for.
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